College:
an institution of higher education that grants
degrees at the completion of courses of study.

Webster's New World Dictionary

College of Boca Raton
Boca Raton, Florida
CBR Is A Whole Lot More.
Amidst the tropical foliage of southern Florida sits "an institution of higher education" dubbed the College of Boca Raton. Webster's definition stops far short of capturing the real meaning of the word. It takes more than buildings to insure a quality product. The people are what breathes life into a otherwise stagnant concept. The administrators, faculty, staff, and most importantly the students, and their emotions, drive, and concern are what really makes a college. The true meaning of the word cannot be known without first having a knowledge of its people. The following pages give that vital ingredient.
Remember . . .

Tests, all night studying, celebrations, dorm life, "The Rat", cafeteria food, friends.
FRESHMEN
First year. What a beginning!
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ADMINISTRATION
PRESIDENT

Dr. Donald E. Ross
Gerald D. Carville, Exec. Vice Pres.

Sana Qadir, Admin. Asst.

Gregory J. Malfitano, Director of Campus Mang.
Administration
The executive officials and their policies.

Webster's New World Dictionary

Winie Alexander, Nurse

Constance M. Betchley, Asst. to the Pres.

Sister Richard Marie Beck, Dean of Admissions

Colleen Calkin, Counselor
For an organization to function smoothly, there is a vital need for competent, capable leadership. President Ross has gathered highly qualified and caring people who set, administer, and oversee policy.

The immediate effect of this operation is a well run educational institution. The long term effects, although harder to see, are even more important. As a result of these efforts the students, turned citizens, begin making their contributions to our world.

Father Devereaux, Dir. of Campus Ministry
Mrs. Miller, Switchboard

Mrs. Norris & Mrs. Talcott, Business Office

Gay Moore, Wixted Hall

Dave O'Neil, Dir. of Housing
Mrs. Stevens, Student Ser. Sec.

Mark Stierle, Counselor

Mike Wilson, Patton Hall
Mr. Bartholemew, Hospitality Mang.

Mr. Blaustien, Psych.

Mr. Davis, Accounting

Mr. Beckwith, Advertising

Mr. Curran, Photo.
Webster's New World Dictionary defines the word faculty in two ways. The first, "all the teachers in a school, college, etc. The second definition is "any natural or specialized power of a living organism." The second comes closer to describing these individuals in that they are a vital cog in a thriving and growing "organism". There would be little point in students attending any place of learning if there were not experts like these willing to share their experiences and knowledge.
Mr. Ronco, Business

Mrs. Sears, Chemistry

Mr. Shenkin, Business

Mrs. Sullivan, Fashion

Ms. Wershoven, English

Mrs. Yousgandes, English
Ms. Carol Wershoven

In an unprecedented move the yearbook staff this year has determined that there was not one person worthy of the honor of having the Annual dedicated to them. Instead there were TWO.

We dedicate this book firstly to Dr. Wershoven who has achieved an outstanding life goal this year: her Ph.D. Her dedication to academic perfection for herself and those she teaches makes her a person to admire and emulate.

For those of us who have worked closely with her, we have been enriched and rewarded in so many ways. She has inspired us to aim higher and expect more from ourselves, for we can see clearly the satisfying results of hard work. Thank you, Dr. Wershoven, for instilling in us the knowledge that all of us have an extra measure to give.
The second honored individual is Mr. David O'Niel. Mr. O'Niel served as the Director of Housing (and all round jack-of-all-trades) for the past two years. Unfortunately for the school Dave "graduated" with the Class of 80 and has moved on professionally. Over the past two years Dave has not only done a fine job as an Administrator, but he has been a "buddy" to some and a good friend to others. At times his job was chaotic and sometimes it even seemed unbearable, but he somehow survived. For his patience and understanding the staff of '80 would like to thank Mr. O'Niel and wish him much happiness and success in the future.
Dracula’s Dream

Twice during the past school year the College sponsored a campus wide Blood Drive. The purpose of the Drive is to keep the supply of blood locally at a level high enough to handle the demands put on this precious commodity. A secondary purpose is to assure that if any of the C.B.R. family are ever in need of blood there will be plenty there to possibly save a life.
Shamrocks
Green Beer
Carnations

St. Pat’s Dance big success for all.
Barnum & Bailey
it's not
The Royal Lightenstein Circus with its quarter sized ring was back in town this year. As they say, small things come in small packages and this was especially true of this talented touring troupe. The tight rope walk was really exciting since the show was indoors this year and the performer had to keep his head down to keep from hitting the ceiling. The fact that many of our students were asked to participate added greatly to the fun and excitement. One of the performers was passed off as a monkey, but his obvious display of talent gave away the fact that it was one of our faculty. Check the photo and see if you can guess who it really is.
Dining
dancing
delightful!!!
Each year the College sponsors a spring weekend devoted entirely to the parents of our students. The event grows more successful each year. The parents are treated to tours, meals, and a variety of activities. It also gave the students the opportunity to express their gratitude for the assistance (moral and financial) they have lent. After a weekend of showing such unabashed appreciation it was relatively easy to hit these unsuspecting folks with a request for enough money to make it through the semester. The financial rewards indicate the very obvious success of this weekend. Thanks to Mom and Dad, and to who ever came up with this great idea.
Carter cancels super day anyway
The morning of graduation saw a frenzy of activity as at least one million chairs were set up, cafeteria equipment was removed, lighting wired, and foliage of every description were put in place. Later the keynote speaker did a tremendous impersonation of Jimmy Carter, and finally the BIG moment, the distribution of diplomas.

At the conclusion of this very impressive ceremony the hectic pace was resumed. All one million chairs had to be taken down, tables set up, foliage rearranged, and room made for a sit down dinner/dance. Cliques aside it was truly a day to remember.
Why are all these people smiling?
The dinner/dance following graduation was the highlight of the entire commencement proceeding. The abundance of smiles told a miriade of stories, all of which symbolized happy endings. The grads were of course proud of their accomplishments, the parents were happily anticipating a few less bills, the faculty had given and graded their final tests and the administrators were confident that quality finished products were leaving their care.

Mixed in with all this pride and happiness was a tinge of wistful sadness. Children would be leaving home for good, and many students would be leaving friends that had seen the best and the worst, and still stayed friends. These thoughts however were quickly edged out by the terrific good time at hand.
Honors Convocation
ORGANIZATIONS
Student Gov't Assoc.

Drama Club

Hospitality Club
Circle-K Club
Annual Halloween Party
A glimpse of student life